
Take total control of your  
cargo-tank fleet’s loading and 
unloading operations with the 
CivaCommand Smart Tank System
No matter the size of your fleet or the vehicles in it – from the 
largest 18-wheeler to the smallest bobtail – CivaCommand’s 
innovative digital and durable touchscreen display gives you 
real-time fingertip control of all critical loading and  
unloading activities during a fuel pickup or drop.

• Simplifies loading and delivery processes while 
protecting drivers, equipment and product

• Controls pump PTO to ensure proper operation 
when used with an air-operated manifold

• Embedded fuel-identification sensor automatically 
IDs the fuel being loaded into each compartment

• Crossover Prevention System (COPS) technology 
protects against product mixing

• Intuitive maintenance allows troubleshooting of any 
potential delivery problems in the field

• Built-in fault logging minimizes downtime

• CivaStar overfill-sensor technology accurately and 
reliably detects the presence of liquids and performs 
real-time diagnostics

• Helps ensure optimum productivity through  
cargo-tank and driver tracking

Features & Benefits

Total Fuel Control In  
One Cargo-Tank System



Five Ways CivaCommand Enables Total  
Control of Your Delivery Operation

To learn more about the cost- and time-saving benefits that the 
CivaCommand Smart Tank System can offer your fuel-delivery 
operation, call 1-888-526-5657 or visit civacon.com/civacommand.

The WiFi-driven CivaConnect data-management system gives 
owners and dispatchers complete real-time visibility and 
reporting of all delivery activities for the entire fleet.

Real-Time Fleet Visibility1
Automatic retain-detection technology virtually prevents fuel 
shortages – and related delivery downtime – from occurring, 
which ensures that fuel stations get what they ordered while 
preventing mixed-fuel events.Eliminates the Pain of Retain2
The system’s Crossover Prevention System (COPS) has been 
engineered to alert and stop drivers from accidently making a 
fuel cross-drop, which prevents contaminated fuel from  
reaching end-customer vehicles and maintains the delivery 
company’s reputation.3 Eradicate Costly Crossovers

Unlike outdated analog systems, CivaCommand’s digital fuel 
monitoring provides continuous protection against overfills 
through control of all valves during loading and unloading  
and built-in fault logging that delivers real-time data  
for troubleshooting.4 Automatic Overfill Protection

The system’s APIs are equipped with PIN-controlled pneumatic 
locks that prevent unauthorized access, making instances of 
costly and frustrating fuel theft a thing of the past.5 Safeguards Against Theft


